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Abstract
Ethno-mathematical research trends pioneered by D'Ambrosio are on the
rise, especially in Indonesia as a nation with high cultural diversity which
has a lot of potential researches to be explored. This paper has two major
objectives, first to explore the importance of the role of mathematics in
the practice of Dhikr Jahar in Tariqa Qodiriyyah Naqsyabandiyyah and
second to contrast the differences between mathematical phenomena and
mathematical concepts in ethnomathematics research. Attempts to
contrast the mathematical phenomena and mathematical concepts in
ethnomathematics was expected to provide a sharper highlight in the
writing of ethnomathematics research. This research used qualitative
methods with two approaches, namely ethnography and phenomenology.
The locations of the research are at Pondok Pesantren SuryalayaSirnarasa and Padepokan Talangraga Tasikmalaya with observations for
9 months in the first stage and then 6 months in the second stage. The
number of respondents interviewed in this research were 48 people. Data
processing was performed using the Nvivo 12 Plus. The results showed
that there are many mathematical phenomena in the practice of Dhikr
Jahar Ikhwan TQN. In carrying out the practice of dhikr, the Ikhwan used
a mathematical concept with two events, fingers and prayer beads aids.
The concept of counting in dhikr was used strictly by the Ikhwan. They
believe that numbers have an important role in the quantity of dhikr.
Contrasting mathematical phenomena and mathematical concepts can be
done with an emic and etic approach and is expected to become an
alternative style in ethnomathematics research.

INTRODUCTION
The relationship between science and religion (Islam) as two things without a dichotomy has
been explained by many researchers (Kamali et al., 2016; Kurniawan & Tijani, 2017;
Masood, 2009). Even the records of the contribution of knowledge from Muslim scholars in
algebra, number theory and trigonometry have greatly contributed to current knowledge
(Halal et al., 2014) included in astronomy (Rozak, 2015). At present, investigations of
mathematical phenomena in the Quran have been carried out by many researchers
(Abdussakir, 2014; Awan, 2009; Halal et al., 2014), regression modeling of verbs in the
Quran (El Mouatasim, 2018), even the efforts to prove the Quran's instructions about the State
of Saba as relics of the prophet Solomon (Basya, 2009; Basya, 2015). Research investigations
into how mathematics is strictly used in the practice of dhikr have also been carried out since
2018 and reported in 2020 (Yulianto et al., 2020).
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In Islamic teachings the law of dhikr (remembering the Creator) is mandatory based on
the orders of Allah SWT. in the Quran (Ta’jul Arifin, 1998). The concept of dhikr which was
commanded by Allah SWT. based on the Quran [33: 41] is to do dhikr as much as possible.
The concept of 'as much as possible' requires a mathematical explanation so that in its
implementation it meets the demands of the science of dhikr. In mathematics, the concept of
as much as possible can be interpreted as infinite (∞), meaning that every second humans are
obliged to remember their creator.
Islamic teachings that teach dhikr with a special method is Tariqa (in Arabic: Thoriqoh).
Authors have concerned on the research in Tariqa Qodiriyyah Naqsyabandiyyah (TQN) in a
long time. Apart from the large number of congregations, the location of the TQN center is
also relatively close to the researchers. Recitation in TQN is taught through the talqin process
by a Murshid to someone who intends to learn the science of dhikr. Talqin is the teaching of
dhikr by Murshid to Ikhwan (disciple) about the correct procedure (guide) of practicing dhikr
according to Tariqa science (Basri et al., 2014). Syekh Muhammad Abdul Gaos Saefulloh
Maslul explained that “tukang tembok ada ilmunya, tanpa ilmunya adukan semen tidak akan
nempel, menjahit ada ilmunya, apalagi zikir tentu harus dengan ilmunya supaya sampai
kepada Alloh Swt. [A bricklayer has knowledge, without the knowledge the mortar will not
stick, sewing also has knowledge, moreover dhikr must be with the knowledge in order to
reach Allah SWT]”. It’s described that a bricklayer has the knowledge, without knowledge the
mortar will not stick, sewing also has the knowledge, moreover dhikr of course must be with
the knowledge in order to reach Allah SWT. Syekh Muhammad Abdul Gaos Saefulloh Maslul
explained that in a Tariqa, Talqin is a signaling gate for someone to enter the Tariqa
Qodiriyyah Naqsyabandiyyah (Soleha, 2015). There are two dhikr that are done to the Ikhwan
of TQN, namely Dhikr Jahar (obviously) and Dhikr Khofi (unspoken). In this discussion,
authors will expose more mathematical phenomena in the practice of Dhikr Jahar than Dhikr
Khofi.
Syekh Ahmad Shohibulwafa Tajul 'Arifin in the book Uquudul Jumaan (Ta’jul Arifin,
2009) explained that the numbers of dhikr ( آل ِإلَهَ ِإالَّ هللاread: laa ilaaha illallah) which is read
after each prayer, provided that it is not less than 165 times, more is better and ends with an
odd number. Mathematically the numbers of dhikr can be written as {𝑛 ≥ 165 | 𝑛 𝑖𝑠 𝑜𝑑𝑑} or
{𝑛 ≥ 165 | 𝑛 = 2𝑘 + 1, ∀𝑘 ∈ 𝑁}, if someone is busy, they can read it three times but must be
replaced (Qodho) in spare time. In the previous article (Yulianto et al., 2020), authors have
explained two mathematical phenomena, that the grammatical value of 'laa ilaaha illallah' is
165.

Figure 1. Grammatical Value of ‘Laa Ilaaha Illallah’
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The grammatical value is calculated based on the standard guidelines for mathematical
calculations explained in the Aljumal book.
Table 1. Arabic Alphabet & The Grammatical Values
Arabic Letters
Sequence
Number
Arabic font
Latin
Grammatical
Values
Arabic Letters
Sequence
Number
Arabic font
Latin
Grammatical
Values

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

ا
alif

ب
ba

ج
jim

د
dal

هـ
ha’

و
waw

ز
za

ح
ha

ط
tho

ي
ya

ك
kaf

ل
lam

م
mim

ن
nun

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

20

30

40

50

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

س
sin

ع
ain

ف
fa

ص
shod

ق
qof

ر
ro

ش
syin

ت
ta

ث
tsa

خ
ذ
ض
kho dzal dhod

ظ
zho

غ
ghoin

60

70

80

90

100

200

300

900

1000

400 500 600

700

800

Source: (Al-Khalil bin Ahmad Al-Farahidi, 1985; Manshur, 1925)
Then if the number of letters in the word of 'laa ilaaha illallah' is also the result of the
sum of the number 1 + 6 + 5 = 12. Mathematically, author saw a phenomenon other than
numbers 1, 6, and 5. If it is operated with multiplication operator, it become
1 𝑥 6 𝑥 5 = 30
The number 30 in Islam shows the number of Juz (section of the Quran). Notice how
special the odd number 165 is. Another odd feature arises when we play the sum of the
squares of the first 5 odd numbers (these 5 represent the Salat as previously assumed),12 +
32 + 52 + 72 + 92
1 + 9 + 25 + 49 + 81
165
The practice of dhikr by using certain numbers as a standard is a common practice in the
practice of Tariqa worship. This practice has become a culture for a group of Tariqa and their
followers. Some people also say Tariqa as a part of the Sufi culture in Islam (Le Gall, 2005).
This approach in mathematics education research is an area of ethnographic investigation,
many people call it the ethnomathematics, a term pioneered by D'Ambrosio (1985).
The ethnomathematics content disclosed above is a phenomenon written etic by
researchers based on observations in the field. It means that the followers of the TNQ are not
concerned with the phenomenon put forward by the researchers, unless the researchers can
show that these phenomena are indeed realized or even understood by the cultural-religious
groups themselves. To be honest, this question or objection was accepted by the author during
the dissemination and Focus Group Discussion (FGD) on ethnomathematics. In other words,
this paper is also intended to answer this objection.
This paper is an attempt by both authors to focus on the same research as previous
research, which is improved by bringing up mathematical concepts that respondents are aware
of and understand as an important part of the dhikr process. It is not only that, authors try to
contrast mathematical phenomena and mathematical concepts by separating them into
different sections and providing several descriptions of the discussion. Mathematical
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phenomena are operationalized as things that can be witnessed with the senses and can be
explained more logically through mathematical representations put forward etic by the
researcher on the object under study. Meanwhile, the mathematical concept is operationalized
as a mental entity to understand an object, idea, or event through logical representations and
through a series of mathematical thinking processes. The mathematical concept is exposed by
the researcher through two approaches, emic and etic.
Exposure of ethnomathematics phenomena in this paper was carried out through two
perspectives, namely the intrinsic perspective according to the subject being studied itself on
phenomena with emic techniques and extrinsic perspectives according to researchers and
outside observer analysis including theoretical reviews with etic techniques. Therefore, the
researcher maximally interacts deeply and continuously with the object of the research. This
is consistent with Hoare's opinion that ethnography can increase theoretical sensitivity
through continuous observation and participation in cultural groups (Hoare et al., 2013).
Emic and etic were originally conceived by linguistic figures (Pike, 1967) then used in
examining the sounds used in a particular language (phonetics) and explaining universal
properties that go beyond that language (phonemic) (Tripp‐Reimer, 1984). In present-day
linguistics, emic and etic are broadened to observe how 'language' is according to speakers
and according to those who listen to speech (Hoare et al., 2013). Currently, many
ethnographic researchers have adopted this idea to clarify their observations of how
phenomena are perceived by people in their own cultural groups and how phenomena are
perceived by outsiders (Godina & Rachelle, 2000).
However, in this case, the authors prefer to use the etic and emic concepts used in
ethnomathematics by Orey & Rosa. Besides having a mathematical background, Orey & Rosa
explained about the emic approach which investigates mathematical phenomena and their
relationships and structures through the perspective of people in certain cultural groups. They
underlined that certain research techniques used in acquiring emic mathematical knowledge
have nothing to do with the nature of knowledge. However, ethical techniques are believed to
have little influence on the nature of knowledge (Orey & Rosa, 2015). For this reason,
observation and in-depth interview techniques (including asking several questions) to several
research subjects and outside observers were selected by the researcher as a method of
achieving more established analysis.
Some research results showed that implementing Tariqa has succeeded in giving a
positive influence on social life in society which includes three aspects, namely in religious
life, social life and economy (Alviani, 2017). Another report mentions a positive correlation
between religious appreciation and thought, and economic behavior among the Ikhwan
(Shulthoni, 2011). In the psychological aspect, the implementation of the dhikr method is
identified as being able to increase self-esteem (self-esteem) (Nurhasanah, 2015). In addition,
the influence of dhikr in Tariqa was also identified as having a positive impact on the change
in the character of students, namely: religious, honest, disciplined, hard work, humble, respect
for knowledge, and respect and courtesy (Linnaja, 2018). Even further, dhikr has been
identified to play a role in educating a person spiritually and physically (Syed Abdurrahman,
1998). The energy of dhikr that results from remembering Allah SWT. including being able to
strengthen faith, build self-potential, generate moral energy, increase patience, and build selfawareness (Amin & Haryanto, 2008). Authors’ analysis of these research reports leads to a
conjecture that dhikr which has a positive influence on the practitioner, if it is conducted in
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the right manner, both in quality and quantity. Therefore, practically, a mathematical concept
is needed in many dhikr practices.

METHODS
The author used a qualitative approach (Creswell, 2007) with ethnographic methods.
Because what the author doing is a mathematical study of a group of people, the author refers
to an ethnomathematics method proposed by D'Ambrosio (D’Ambrosio, 1990; D'Ambrosio,
1998; D’Ambrosio & D’Ambrosio, 2013). There are two ethno-mathematical contents
discussed in this paper, namely mathematical phenomena and mathematical concepts through
etic and emic approaches. (Orey & Rosa, 2015). The focus of the research was in Pondok
Pesantren Suryalaya-Sirnarasa Panjalu, West Java, with 38 respondents. Convenience
sampling and purposive sampling techniques were used to obtain representative respondents
(Etikan et al., 2016). Meanwhile, the author's data analysis and observation techniques used a
phenomenological study to obtain a subjective meaning of the phenomena experienced by the
respondents (Azharini & Nency, 2019; Hajaroh, 2010; Nindito, 2005; Sobur, 2014). The
research flowchart was carried out in the following stages.

Figure 2. Research Flowchart

The literature review was carried out to strengthen the philosophical foundations of
mathematics and its relationship to the belief, more specifically with the practice of dhikr.
Authors conducted a preliminary study to identify research problems. To achieve
intentionality, the authors carried out two types of reduction, namely eidetic reduction and
phenomenological reduction which were carried out on fanatical subjects, contra subjects, and
subjects from other similar groups (respondents who came from the other Tariqa). The
analysis was carried out after the coding process is complete. Although the authors were
careful and tried to be as neutral as possible, the results of the analysis were consulted with
experts to discuss potential ethical issues.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Mathematical Phenomena
▪
Grid Square Phenomenon 5x5 Order of 5 First Odd Numbers
This phenomenon is a continuation of the previous phenomenon regarding the sum of
the squares of the first five odd numbers to form 165 (Yulianto et al., 2020). If these five
numbers are distributed into each row and column in a square grid with the order of 5x5 then
the arrangement shown below will be obtained. Each row and column do not have the same
repeated number, all are uniquely formed by numbers 12 + 32 + 52 + 72 + 92 .
165

165

165

165

165

165

165

165

1²

5²

7²

9²

3²

165

165

5²

9²

3²

7²

1²

165

165

3²

7²

5²

1²

9²

165

165

7²

1²

9²

3²

5²

165

165

9²

3²

1²

5²

7²

165

165

165

165

165

165

165

165

Figure 3. Grid Square 5𝑥5 of 5 First Odd Numbers

The order of 165 that can be formed from these five numbers is not unique, it means that
we can still find other arrangements. This discovery is interesting not because of a
mathematical game of numbers itself, but because it is supported by the fact that there is a
Wifiq made by an Ikhwan TQN, KH. Irfan Zidni. The Wifiq is composed of nine numbers,
they are 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, and 59. Each number is uniquely arranged into nine
boxes and the results for each column and row are the same, 165.

Figure 4. Wifiq of The Name of Syekh Muhammad Abdul Gaos

Source: The researchers' documentation was taken directly at the Sirnarasa
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Wifiq is a part of written language which is formed by letter elements, word elements,
text elements, symbol elements, picture elements and number elements. But more than that,
wifiq is related to the science of Asror (mystical power) which studies the secrets of a letter,
such as shapes, characters, and images written and constructed that contain transactional
relationships between humans and God, so some people call them ‘amulets’ (Qosim, 2016).
Unfortunately, researchers have not succeeded in digging more about the meaning of wifiq in
the image to the creator directly due to limitations during the Covid-19 Pandemic.
Nevertheless, the author managed to obtain facts in the form of recognition through
interviews from one of the respondents, an Ikhwan TQN who was also an academic who was
domiciled in Yogyakarta at that time. He said, in 2016 he was faced with the experience of
dealing with a woman who was possessed. As a psychotherapist who was pursuing the
science of dhikr, he tried to handle the case in a different way. He showed a photo of Syekh
Muhammad Abdul Gaos on his cellphone to a woman who was possessed. In fact, the woman
was experiencing pain and screaming ‘ampuuun...ampuuuu…jauhkan…jauhkan’ [give
up…give up…give up]. Then he asked the genie who possessed the woman to come out and
get away. This magical way of working is similar to how wifiq works.
▪
5 Privileged Phenomenon Result of Number Operations from Numbers 1, 6, and 5
According to Pierce's semiotic theory, the sign is in its triadic relation to the object and
the interpretant (Pierce, 1998).

Figure 5. The sign in its triadic relation to the object and the interpretant (Semiotic Peirce)
(Pierce, 1998).
According to the semiotic, numbers 1, 6, and 5 represent the concepts of Ihsan, Faith, and
Islam (Yulianto et al., 2020). By paying attention to the sequence of numbers 1, 6, and 5,
multiplying these numbers will produce number 1 𝑥 6 𝑥 5 = 30. If added together will be1 +
6 + 5 = 12. If deducted will become 1 − 6 − 5 = −10. If it is divided it will be 1: 6: 5 =
1/3.
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Ihsan
1
Ihsan
1
Ihsan
1
Ihsan
1

x
+
:

Table 2. Features of Sum and Product of 1, 6, and 5
Faith (Iman)
Islam
The number of Juz Al-Quran
x
=
6
5
30
Faith (Iman)
Islam
Number of letters آلإِلَهَ إِالَّ للا
+
=
6
5
12
Faith (Iman)
Islam
An Angel You Must Know
=
6
5
−10 → |−10| = 10
Faith (Iman)
Islam
Concept of Qiyamullail
:
=
6
5
1/3

The number 30 in Islam shows the number of Juz in the Quran. According to Figure 1,
whereas 12 is the number of letters that make up the word of آل ِإلَ َه ِإالَّ هللا. The minus sign (-) in
the third row of the table above can be removed by looking at the absolute value to | -10 | or
equal to 10. The number 10 represents an angel that every Muslim must know. In Tariqa,
recognizing angels is a step that needs to be taken in increasing spiritual understanding. These
ten angels can be identified in each human being. Further discussion of this chapter will be
described in the discussion section. Whereas 1/3 represents Qiyamullail as the information
from the hadith from Abu Hurairah ra., that Rasulullah SAW. said
ُ ُس َماءِ الدُّ ْنيَا حِ ينَ يَ ْبقَى ثُل
 َم ْن يَ ْسأَلُنِى، ُيب لَه
َّ اركَ َوتَعَالَى ُك َّل لَ ْيلَ ٍة إِلَى ال
َ ث اللَّ ْي ِل اآلخِ ُر يَقُو ُل َم ْن يَدْعُونِى فَأ َ ْست َِج
َ َيَتَن ََّز ُل َربُّنَا تَب
َُ َو َم ْن يَ ْست َ ْغف ُِرنِى فَأ َ ْغف َِر له، ُفَأُعْطِ يَه
“God tabaroka wa ta’ala descends every night into the heavens of the world until the last
third of the night remains, then He said: 'Whoever prays to Me, I will allow his prayer.
Whoever asks of Me, I will definitely give it. And whoever asks forgiveness of Me, I will surely
forgive ‘.” (HR. Bukhari no. 6321 dan Muslim no. 758) (Muslim, 1992).
Muhammad bin Isma'il Al Bukhari delivered this Hadith in the chapter 'prayer at half
the night' while Imam Nawawi mentioned the title in Sahih Muslim chapter 'the urge to pray
and recite at the end of the night and the prayer is granted at that time' (Tuasikal, 2020). This
is in line with the explanation of the Quran, Surah Al-Muzzammil verses 2-3.
ًص مِ ْنهُ قَلِيال
ْ ُصفَهُ أ َ ِو انق
ْ ِقُ ِم اللَّ ْي َل إِالَّ قَلِيالً ن
“Get up (for prayer) in the evening, except a little (of it), half or subtract a little from that
half” [QS. Al-Muzzammil: 2-3].
TQN teaches night prayers along with dhikr since midnight which starts at 00.00 WIB by
starting a bath of repentance first.
▪

The phenomenon of the grammatical value of the sentences "IMAN", "ISLAM", and
"IHSAN" form the number 651
Islam (science: fiqh), Iman (science: tauhid), dan Ihsan (science: Sufism) often called the
Islamic Trilogy (religion) (Bahri, 2019; El-Bantani, 2010; Kafie, 1981; Majid, 1995; Murota
& Chittick, 1997; Noegroho, 2019; Quddus, 2007). Fiqh teaches knowledge about all the
rules for implementing worship and Islamic law. Tauhid teaches about the oneness of Allah
SWT. Along with dzat, asthma, nature, and af'al (deeds) Allah SWT. Meanwhile, Sufism
teaches how to present Allah SWT. into oneself so that human behavior reflects praiseworthy
morals. The three of them cannot be separated from each other. Some scholars even call it the
Triumvirate of Religion (Rathony, 1972).
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Table 3. Pillars of Faith, Pillars of Islam, and Pillars of Ihsan
Pillars of Faith
Pillars of Islam
Pillars of Ihsan
6
5
1

In addition to the five pillars of Islam that must be fulfilled by Muslims (Syahada,
prayer, zakat, fasting, hajj) and the six pillars of faith that believers must believe (Faith in
Allah SWT., Faith in the angels of Allah SWT., Faith in the Scripture of God., Faith in Allah's
Apostles, Faith in the Last Day, and Faith in Allah SWT). There is one pillar of Ihsan that
cannot be separated in order to achieve religious perfection, namely “worshiping Allah SWT.,
as if seeing Him, and if you are unable to see Him, then Allah is all-seeing” (Anugrah et al.,
2019) . This is based on the Hadith Jibril narrated by Muslim RA. At that time the angel Jibril
'alaihis sallam came to the assembly of the Prophet Muhammad SAW. and his companions in
human form, then asked the Prophet Muhammad SAW. some questions.
ََّللا َكأَنَّكَ ت ََراهُ فَإِ ْن لَ ْم تَ ُك ْن ت ََراهُ فَإِنَّهُ يَ َراك
َ » قَا َل فَأ َ ْخبِ ْرنِى
َ َّ َ قَا َل « أ َ ْن ت َ ْعبُد.ان
َ ْاإلح
ِ س
ِ ع ِن
"'O Messenger of Allah, what is ihsan?' He replied, 'you worship Allah as if you saw Him, so
if you do not see Him then indeed He will see you" (H.R. Muslim No. 102) (Muslim, 1992)
One of the researchers' notes regarding the order to enter Islam is the statement of Syekh
Muhammad Abdul Gaos qs., “Abah mah can manggih parentah asup Islam kanu teu Iman,
aya oge ‘lakum dīnukum wa liya dīn [QS. 109: 6]’ [Abah did not find an order to enter Islam
for people who do not believe in Allah, there is also 'lakum dīnukum wa liya dīn (for you your
religion, for me my religion)]. Parentah asup Islam kanu Iman mah ‘udkhulụ fis-silmi kāffah’
[The order to enter Islam to those who believe is ‘udkhulụ fis-silmi kāffah’ (Enter into Islam
perfectly)]. This means that Abah (Abah: nick name of Syekh Muhammad Abdul Gaos qs)
has not found an order to enter Islam for those who do not believe, there is one ‘lakum
dīnukum wa liya dīn [QS. 109: 6]’ which means for you your religion, for me my religion.
The order to enter Islam to those who believe ‘udkhulụ fis-silmi kāffah’ (enter into Islam as a
whole / perfectly).
ُ يٰٓاَيُّ َها الَّ ِذيْنَ ا َمنُوا ادْ ُخلُ ْوا فِى الس ِْل ِم ك َۤافَّةً ۖ َّو َال تَتَّبِعُ ْوا ُخ
َّ ت ال
شيْط ِن
ِ طو
عدُو ُّمبِيْن
َ اِ َّنه لَ ُك ْم
O you who believe in God! Enter into Islam as a whole, and don’t follow Satan’s steps.
Really, he’s a real enemy to you [QS. Al-Baqoroh: 208].
According to Table 3 about the pillars of faith, the pillars of Islam, and the pillars of
Ihsan, the three form the number 651, where the number 651 is the largest number composed
of numbers 1, 6, and 5.
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Table 4. 3 Digits Arrangement of Numbers 1, 6, 5

1
1
6

Arrangement of Numbers
6
5
1

Explanation
The Number of Dhikr
Smallest Number Combination
Largest Number Combination
(According to Table 3)
Reversed Number of Dhikr

5
6
5

6

5

1

5
5

1
6

6
1

First, the grammatical value of the sentence Iman ( )اإليمانwhich is composed of 5 letters is as
follows:
Table 5. Grammatical Value of Term of Faith ()اإليمان
ن
ا
م
ي
ا
102
50
1
40
10
1

Second, the grammatical value of Islamic sentence ( )اْ ِإل ْسالَمwhich is composed of 5 letters is
as follows:
Table 6. Grammatical Value of Term of Islam ()اْ ِإل ْسالَم
م
ا
ل
س
ا
132
40
1
30
60
1

Third, the grammatical value of the sentence Ihsan ( )احسانwhich is composed of 5 letters is as
follows:
Table 7. Grammatical Value of Term of Ihsan ()احسان
ن
ا
س
ح
ا
120
50
1
60
8
1

There are two sentences of dhikr that are recited in the TQN, namely Dhikr Jahar with the
sentence  آل ِإلَهَ ِإالَّ للاand Dhikr Khofi which cannot be spoken verbally but only read silently
with the sentence ()للا للا. Talqin deputy of Abah Aos, KH. Epi Ruhiat Ganefi explained that
the two sentences were implanted in Latifatul Qolbi and bound by two lights that will never
be separated, namely ‘Nurulloh’ and ‘Nur Muhammad’.
Fourth, the grammatical value of the sentence Dhikr Jahar ( )آلإِلَهَ إِالَّ للاwhich is composed of
12 letters as in Figure 1 is 165.
Fifth, the grammatical value of the sentence Dhikr Khofi ( )للا للاwhich is composed of 12
letters is as follows:
هـ

Table 8. Grammatical Value of Term Dhikr Khofi ()هللا هللا
ل
ل
ا
هـ
ل
ل
ا

5

30

132
30

1

5

30

30

1

If all the grammatical values of the sentence Iman, Islam, Ihsan, Dhikr Jahar and Dhikr Khofi
TQN are combined, the value is 651.
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Table 9. Combined of The Term of Iman, Islam, Ihsan,
Dhikr Jahar, and Dhikr Khofi formed 651
Pillars

Term (Latin)

Term (Arabic)

Letters

Grammatical Values

6

Iman

()اإليمان

5

102

5

Islam

()اْ ِإل ْسالَم

5

132

1

Ihsan

()احسان

5

120

≥ 165

Dhikr Jahar

()آل ِإلَهَ ِإالَّ للا

12

165

῀

Dhikr Khofi

()للا للا

8

132

JUMLAH

651

This grammatical value of 651 matches the number of pillars of Iman (6), Islam (5), and
Ihsan (1). These three Islamic trilogies, if illustrated as a building / house, have mutually
reinforcing roles where the pillars of faith are the foundation, the pillars of Islam as the
pillars, and the pillars of Ihsan as the roof (Wahyudi, 2014). In addition, this grammatical
value also matches the 3-digit largest number arrangement formed from numbers 1, 6, and 5,
namely the number 651 as explained in table 4.

Figure 6. Illustration (picture) of Faith, Islam and Ihsan (Wahyudi, 2014)

▪

The Phenomenon of Dhikr Khofi Answering Science of 4000 Names of Allah SWT.
According to the Tafsir Yaasiin Hamami
The majority of Muslims understand that the number of Asmaul Husna is 99 names.
Meanwhile, according to Thabathaba'i in the interpretation of Al-Mizan, it says more than
that, to be precise there are 127 names (Mahmudi, 2018). In the TQN teachings, it is
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explained that Allah SWT. has 4,000 names. This information is also contained in several
references such as the Yasin Hamami interpretation, the Istira Badzi interpretation, and from
several Hadiths that are stated that Allah SWT. has 4,000 Asma of which 1,000 is only Allah
SWT. who knows, 1,000 is stored in Lauhil Mahfudz, 1,000 is only known to the angels, 300
in the Torah, 300 in the Zabur, 300 in the Bible, and 99 in the Alquran (Adawiyah, 2015;
Mahmudi, 2018). From this information, of course where is one more asthma Allah SWT. to
be the big question.
Table 10. The Number of Names of God According to Tafsir Hamami
Place of Asma Allah
Numbers
Number categories
Keep it secret by Allah SWT.
1.000
Even
In the Angels
1.000
Even
In the Lauhul Mahfudz
1.000
Even
In the Torah
300
Even
In the Zabur
300
Even
In the Bible
300
Even
In the Al-Quran
99
Even

Asmaul Husna in the Al-Quran is 99 names (odd), while the number of names of Allah
SWT. in other books is even. Tariqa Qodiriyyah Naqsyabandiyyah explains that the name of
Allah SWT. what is meant is stored in the Dhikr Khofi. This is based on the information from
Syekh Muhammad Abdul Gaos himself and also Talqin Representatives who said that one
Asma is stored in Dhikr Khofi is an Asma bag that accommodates 3,999 other Asma.
▪
The Phenomenon 12 in Dhikr Laa Ilaaha Ilallah
The specialty of number 12 in the Dhikr Laa Ilaaha Ilallah has been previously
discussed in the 2nd phenomenon that the sentence ( )آل ِإلَ َه ِإالَّ للاconsists of 12 letters. The
bearer of the teachings of Laa Ilaaha Ilallah was called the messenger of Allah SWT.,
Namely Muhammad SAW. or who is called Muhammaddurrasulullah. In Arabic script it is
written as محمدً رسو ُل للا. The sentence  محمدً رسو ُل للاis also composed of 12 letters.
هـ

ل

ل

Table 11. Letter Arrangement محمدً رسو ُل للا
ا
ل
و
س
ر
د
م

ح

م

It is more interesting that these 12 not only label the sentence of Dhikr Jahar in the
TQN teachings, but also show the number of names of the sentence ( )آل ِإلَهَ ِإالَّ للاitself.
Researcher's notes delivered by Syekh Muhammad Abdul Gaos mentioned that ()آل ِإلَهَ ِإالَّ للا
read as Laa Ilaaha Ilalloh has 12 names. Further search results were found by researchers in
Syarrah Kitab Uquudul Jumaan p. 52 (Zidni, 2015), Syekh Muhammad Abdul Gaos explained
that Laa ilaaha ilallah has many names, nine of which are mentioned Kalimatus Samawati
wal Ardh; Kalimatul Ulya; Kalimatut Tauhid; Kalimatul Ikhlas; Kalimatut Taqwa; Kalimatut
Toyibah; Kalimati Da’watul Haqq; Kalimatul Wusqo; and Kalimat Tsamanal Jannah (Harga
Surga). While the next three names were obtained by researchers through in-depth interviews
from an Ajengan who is also a TQN Brotherhood. He said another name from Laa Ilaaha
Ilalloh are Kalimatun Najat; Kalimatul Dzikr; and Kalimatul Adhim.
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Mathematical Concept
One of the strict mathematical concepts used by the TQN brothers in practicing Dhikr
Jahar is the concept of counting. This is based on the provisions of the TQN dhikr teaching
itself where the number of Dhikr Jahar is at least 165 times per prayer. Because Dhikr Jahar
that is read every after prayer is not small number, almost every Ikhwan TQN has its own
concept of dhikr either by using a counting aid for dhikr, namely tasbih or using fingers.
There are many kinds of dhikr number that are the mainstay of each Ikhwan TQN,
including 165, 201, 241, 561, and 2500. Each brother has its own arguments in choosing the
number of Dhikr that he carries out. Here are some concepts for calculating the number of
Dhikr that the Ikhwan TQN use:
▪

The concept of calculating the number 165 Dhikr
The Brotherhood who relied on 165 as the number of Dhikr based on the teachings
when Talqin dhikr TQN had to be at least 165 times. There are 3 ways for the Ikhwan to
calculate the number 165 during dhikr, namely by using his fingers, prayer beads with 99
seeds and prayer beads with 165 seeds.
The TQN brothers who do dhikr using their fingers are classified as rare or difficult to
find. Almost every Ikhwan that the researchers met all had prayer beads. However, in several
cases the researchers also found that the brother who made dhikr with his fingers was in two
ways, either the tasbih was left behind or he was a new brother. They use the concept of
multiplication where each finger consists of three segments (usually they use the right finger
as the unit and the left finger as a sign).

Figure 7. Methods of Recitation with Fingers Model A

Look at the picture of the right hand in Figure 7 which illustrates the concept of
counting 165 by means that each finger has three segments in the order from the thumb to the
little finger in the following cycle:
-

Thumb
Index Finger
Middle Finger
Ring Finger

:
:
:
:

3 knuckles (1, 2, 3)
3 knuckles (4, 5, 6)
3 knuckles (7,8, 9)
3 knuckles (10, 11, 12)
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- Pinky

: 3 knuckles (13, 14, 15)

𝑥 2 cycles = 6 knuckles
Total
= 33 knuckles

Every two cycles count the right radius of 33 segments indicating the number of Dhikr
is 33x, so one finger (starting from the thumb) of the left hand is folded as a sign of the
number of Dhikr is 1x33. So, in picture 2 above which shows 3 fingers (thumb number 1,
index finger number 2 and middle finger number 3 and so on in the picture) the left finger is
folded showing the number 3x33 = 99. So, to reach the number 165 the Ikhwan used the same
method until all the left fingers were folded so that the number 5x33 = 165 was obtained.
There is a concept of counting 165 using the other fingers which are slightly different.
Compared to the previous concept, this second concept is different in how to travel the
number 33 on the right finger which is only taken in one cycle.

Figure 8. Methods of Recitation with Fingers Model B

The number 33 is taken in 1 cycle through 5 right fingers in the following order:
-

Pinky
Ring Finger
Middle Finger
Index Finger
Thumb
Total

: 3 knuckles 𝑥 2 + 1 = 7
: 3 knuckles 𝑥 2 + 1 = 7
: 3 knuckles 𝑥 2 + 1 = 7
: 3 knuckles 𝑥 2 + 1 = 7
: 2 knuckles 𝑥 2 + 1 = 5
: 33 numbers

(Look at No. 1-7 on the figures 8)
(Look at No. 8-14 on the figures 8)
(Look at No. 15-21 on the figures 8)
(Look at No. 22-28 on the figures 8)
(Look at No. 29-33 on the figures 8)

Thus, the image of the left hand in Figure 2 (folded thumb, forefinger and middle finger)
shows the number of Dhikr 3x33 = 99. So, to get 165 it takes the five left fingers folded
(5x33).
Most of Ikhwan TQN who made 165 Dhikr used 99 seed beads for their calculation
aids. Some of them also use special prayer beads with 165 seeds. The phenomenon of these
165 beads is relatively rare and is only found in TQN brothers.
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Figure 9. Tasbih 99

The Ikhwan who performed 165 Dhikr with the tool of 99 seeds of prayer beads used the
concept of simple counting. In the 99 seed beads there is a mark / partition for every 33 seeds.

Figure 10. Mathematical Model of Tasbih 99

Figure 10 shows a model of 99 seed beads consisting of 2 bulkheads and 1 base of prayer
beads (33 + 33 + 33). To reach the number 165 the Ikhwan started counting from the base of
the prayer beads.
1 base (round)
: 1 𝑥 99
2 dividers
: 2 𝑥 33
Total
: 165
Another tool for counting is 165 seed beads. Usually, these beads are sold in the Manaqib
event of Syekh Abdul Qodir Jaelani qs. once a month at Pondok Pesantren Suryalaya and
Pondok Pesantren Sirnarasa.
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Figure 11. Model of Tasbih 165

The tasbih 165 items has two bulkheads which limit the tasbih to 33 items, 99 items, and 33
items. In other words, Ikhwan who recite 165 Dhikr with this type of prayer beads only need
to do it with 1 round of prayer beads.

Figure 12. Mathematical Model of Tasbih 165

▪

The Concept of Counting 201 Dhikr
Some Ikhwan there are those who practice 201 Dhikr Jahar in every time they pray.
This is based on the consideration of the Dhikr Jahar recommendation of at least 165, but
more is better. Some respondents who practice the 201 Dhikr have two strong arguments,
namely applying the concept of not being stingy with themselves and chasing the number
1000 in one day (through 5 prayer times). Many of the Ikhwan who practice the number 201
believe that there is a spiritual secret by fulfilling 1000 Dhikr a day.
To reach the number 201, there are several mathematical concepts used by the brothers,
namely by using fingers or prayer beads. Practitioners of dhikr with the number 201 using
their fingers are almost difficult to find because they always carry prayer beads at all times.
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However, some respondents who practice 201 Dhikr with their fingers are more likely to use
their fingers with Model B (Figure 7). To reach 201 the Ikhwan use Model B (Figure 7) with
a process of 6 cycles of the right hand plus 3 meaningful Dhikr = 6 𝑥 33 + 3
= 198 + 3
= 201
Most of the Ikhwan who practice 201 Dhikr use the tool to count 99 beads.

Figure 13. Mathematical Model of Dhikr 201 by Using Tasbih 99

To reach the number 201 with 99 beads is very simple, with only 2 tasbih cycles (99 + 1 base
of tasbih = 100) plus 1 or the value of 2 x (99 beads + 1 base seed) + 1 or 2 x 100 + 1 or equal
to 201.
▪

The Concept of Counting 241 Dhikr
The Ikhwan who practice 241 Dhikr every time they pray rely on the same arguments as
201 Dhikr but the limit that they pursue is 1200 in 1 day. In other words, in one day at least 5
prayers will be filled with Dhikr x 241 or the same as 1205.
The researcher identified two concepts of counting the number 241 using the prayer
beads tool with 99 beads. The researcher did not find Ikhwan who routinely practiced 241
Dhikr using the finger method, all of them used the 99 prayer beads tools. The first concept
started with the technique of taking the number 41 first and then heading for 200.
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Figure 14. Mathematical Model of 241 Dhikr Type A

The process of counting dhikr starts from 8 seeds before the bulkhead begins in a clockwise
direction and stops at the base of the prayer beads after going through more than 2 rounds (the
base of the tasbih is also counted) in order to obtain 241
8 + 33 + 2 𝑥 100
= 41 + 200
= 241
The second concept is to use the tasbih (which is always) starting from the base. This concept
is not much different from the first concept. Ikhwan started from the first beads from the base
as many as 2 rounds of prayer beads then added 1 bulkhead then added 8 seeds.

Figure 15. Mathematical Model of 241 Dhikr Type B

The number 241 is obtained through a process
2 𝑥 100 + 33 + 8
= 200 + 41
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= 241
If we compare the mathematical model of number 241 type A and type B, the same result is
obtained or both fulfil the 'equal postulate'.
8 + 33 + 2 𝑥 100 = 2 𝑥 100 + 33 + 8
41 + 200 = 200 + 41
241 = 241
▪

The Concept of Counting 561 Dhikr
The practice of Dhikr Jahar using the number 561 comes from the concept of more
dhikr. This was reinforced by the words of Syekh Muhammad Abdul Gaos on many
occasions, both in the management and ‘shuhbah’ (meeting or direct communication) of the
Ikhwan TQN and Syekh, “loba keneh kabutuh mah zikirna sing loba, ulah cukup 165,
balikeun 561” which means that if there are still many necessities of life, the amount of dhikr
that is many, it is not enough, only 165 will be reversed to become 561.
Through dhikr 561 for each after prayer, in one day there will be at least 5 Dhikr of
prayers x 561 or equal to 2805 or more than 2500. One of the respondents in this research also
explained that there is a spiritual secret if in one day an Ikhwan able to perform Dhikr Jahar
above 2500. This information is indirectly in line with Syekh Muhammad Abdul Gaos's
explanation that a lot of dhikr is able to solve problems faster.
The researcher identified two concepts of counting the number 561 using the prayer
beads tool with 99 beads. The researcher did not find Ikhwan who routinely practiced 561
Dhikr using the finger method, all of them used the 99 prayer beads. prayer beads (99 + 1 =
500).

Figure 16. Mathematical Model of 561 Dhikr Type A

The Ikhwan made the sign number 61 by utilizing 2 prayer beads totaling 66 minus 5 seeds or
if from the right (in Figure 10) it would start at the 39th seed or we write it as
(66 − 5) + 5𝑥100
= 61 + 500
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= 561
The second concept is (always) to start the dhikr from the base of the tasbih. There is no
special reason for Ikhwan who always start dhikr with tasbih from the root of the seed, except
for the reason that they are "habitual / comfortable" that starting from the root.

Figure 4.17 Mathematical Model of 561 Dhikr Type B

Recitation starts from the first seed from the base for 5 rounds and then continues until
the first partition. Every 1 dhikr moves 1 tasbih but after 5 rounds (500) and 1 bulkhead (33)
then there are 5 tasbih picks where once take 2 seeds directly. Mathematically it can be
written:
5 𝑥 100 + 33 + (2 − 1) + (2 − 1) + (2 − 1) + (2 − 1) + (2 − 1) + 23
= 500 + 33 + (1𝑥5) + 23
= 533 + 28
= 561
or in the other words the concept of 33+ (1x5) +23 by the Ikhwan is another model of
calculation (66-5) which can also be written as
500 + (66 − 5)
= 561
▪

The Concept of Counting 2500 Dhikr
Researchers found one respondent who used the number 2500 as a mainstay of dhikr.
This dhikr is done by respondents outside the daily dhikr, namely at midnight during the
Tahajud prayer. He uses a simple counting concept by using two prayer beads at the same
time (one in the right hand to count units, one in the left hand for hundreds of markers).
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Figure 18. Mathematical Model of 2500 Dhikr

The concept of counting 2500 with 2 tasbih is done by marking 1 tasbih on the left as 100
Dhikr on the right tasbih. The Ikhwan first marked 25 beads on the left so that the deadline for
dhikr was at the base of the tasbih. Very simply this can be written as 25 x 100 = 2500.
From the above explanation, we can now distinguish more clearly between mathematical
phenomena and mathematical concepts. Mathematical phenomena are constructed with an
ethical approach by people outside the subject of observation (indigenous), in the context of
research they can be researchers, experts, or even authors and reference books. Mathematical
concepts can be expressed using techniques similar to mathematical phenomena, it's just that
what is revealed must be a way of thinking or indigenous consciousness itself. In a practical
sense, the way of thinking written by the researcher describes an indigenous way of thinking.
Meanwhile, mathematical phenomena are free from it, or it can be purely an observer's
interpretation outside the indigenous.
The discovery in this research have complemented the mathematical phenomena revealed
by the authors in the previous paper (Yulianto et al., 2020). In the previous paper, only
mathematical phenomena were disclosed and had not been compared with mathematical
concepts. The discovery in this research by contrast distinguish mathematical concepts from
mathematical phenomena. The mathematical concept describes mental entities which are
consciously applied by indigenous in daily practice of dhikr. In other words, this is expressed
by the emic method (Orey & Rosa, 2015). Mathematical knowledge can be seen to emerge
from emic rather than ethical origins (Eglash et al., 2006). This mathematical idea was poured
out by the researcher but based on indigenous original thoughts, not by the researcher. This
process of translating is called ethno-modeling (Orey & Rosa, 2015). In other words, efforts
to express mathematical ideas using the emic method have been initiated by
ethnomathematics researchers.
This kind of discussion style (contrasting phenomena and mathematical concepts) can be
an alternative in ethnomathematics research. Increasing mathematical concepts rather than
mathematical phenomena can strengthen the existence of ethnomathematics research and
answer the accusation that "ethnomathematics is only a mathematical incidental (Indonesian:
Cocokologi) research conducted by researchers”. Cocokologi is the science that matches one
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thing to another in the form of arguments that are forced to fit (Silalahi et al., 2020). The term
Cocokologi comes from language games. One of the language games to argue in the discourse
of Cocokologi is to take advantage of the spelling aspect related to the symbolization of the
sound of language in written form. This aspect relates to the use of letters. In a broader
context this can happen in mathematics and religion.
One of the mathematical phenomena that can be called Cocokologi includes the belief
that some people have unlucky numbers. In cultures that believe in numerology, numbers are
believed to have an influence on human life. In ancient times, the Greeks believed certain
numbers had magical powers. Then the mythology of figures for the Romans and English
people that,
The Romans had a myth that breaking a mirror would bring bad luck and it took the
human body seven years to renew itself after the mirror was broken ... and the taboo
number 13 was for the British as an unlucky number that led to the history of Jesus'
death. At the last supper, Jesus gathered 12 of his followers for a special meal, but,
including him, there were a total of 13 at the table. Therefore, the number is associated
with the traitor, Judas, Jesus' thirteenth disciple (p.516-517).

In Babylon the numbers 1 to 60 were associated with various Gods. This doctrine has
been started since the time of Pythagoras (550 BC) which was written in a major work
entitled All is Number to form a sizable religious sect and its worship practices that seem to
involve substantially mathematics. Even the historian of mathematics, Carl B. Boyer, wrote
'never before or since mathematics played such a role in life and religion as it did among the
Pythagoreans (p.7)’. This means that there was a time when mathematics became part of the
theological approach.
The mathematical phenomena revealed by the author are very likely to be said to be a
Cocokologi by anyone. This is due to the difficulty of validating the epistemological truth of
these discoveries. Apart from being exposed to these mathematical phenomena in an ethical
way, of course we need a lot of data to explain the origin of this phenomenon or if necessary,
evidence of these phenomena has an impact on human life. Therefore, it is fitting that the
epistemology of the process of disclosing phenomena in ethnomathematics is questionable.
With this idea, the author tried to contrast the concept of mathematics as a distinct from
mathematical phenomena. The original mathematical concept shows the thinking process of
the indigenous which is proved that the concept has really benefited a certain group of people.

CONCLUSIONS
The results showed that there are many mathematical phenomena in the practice of Dhikr
Jahar Ikhwan TQN. In carrying out the practice of dhikr, the Ikhwan used a mathematical
concept with two events, fingers and prayer beads aids. The concept of counting in dhikr was
used strictly by the Ikhwan. They believe that numbers have an important role in the quantity
of dhikr. Contrasting mathematical phenomena and mathematical concepts can be done with
an emic and etic approach and is expected to become an alternative style in ethnomathematics
research. Increasing mathematical concepts rather than mathematical phenomena can
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strengthen the existence of ethnomathematics research and answer the accusation that
"ethnomathematics is only a mathematical incidental research conducted by researchers".
This explanation is expected to strengthen the understanding that mathematics and
religion are two things that are not dichotomous. The discovery written by the author shows
that there is a side where mathematical concepts are needed in carrying out religious rituals.
From a more philosophical meaning, this also shows that mathematics is present in a wider
and more flexible way in the order of human life, it means that mathematics is not as rigid as
formal mathematics in schools. From the educational aspect, this ethno-mathematical content
can be included in the curriculum as part of the content that introduces various local wisdoms.
Through this paper, the author has attempted to compare mathematical phenomena and
mathematical concepts in contrast in order to provide a sharper spotlight in the writing of
ethnomathematics research. Perhaps this could be adopted by future researchers.
This research has limitations. Author hope there will be further researches that explore
the axiological aspects of the practice of Dhikr in Tariqa which are known to involve
mathematics very closely. One of the further researches needed to continue this research is a
phenomenological research of the impact of Dhikr which is carried out in a certain amount.
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